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This document specifies design of the monthly weather and yield data base for
India, following the same design as those previously documented for Australia,
Canada, the U.S., and the U.S.S.R. in the "As Built Design Specification for





These data, and supporting programs previously documented in "As-Built Design
Specification" (JSC-12537/LEC-10034), are resident on the IBM 360/195 complex
at Suitland, Maryland. They should be transferable to any IBM 360-370 series
machine with sufficient disk to handle the data base and main memory to support
the PL/1 optimizing compiler.
3.2 DATA BASE STRUCTURE
The monthly weather and yield data base is a tree structure, with nodes, or
levels, being the country, region, state and subdivision, Respectively, these
levels refer to Inci..i, the wheat areas, Indian political states, and sub-
divisions within the states. The number of subdivisions per state varies from
one (the state itself) to four.
3.2.1 DATABASE STORAGE REQUIRTS
The data set for India occupies 114 6440-byte blocks.
3.2.2 CONTROL AND DIRECTORY BLOCKS
See "As-Build Design Specification" (JSC-12537/LEC-1OD34) for definitions and
structures.
3.2.3 DATA DESCRIPTORS AND DATA.BLOCKS
The format for the data descriptors and data blocks follows that previously
defined in "As-Build Design Specification".
At the present time, yield variables and mean monthly temperature are stored
at the state level; the state mean monthly temperature and subdivision monthly
precipitation are stored at the subdivision level. Space has been reserved at
the subdivision level for yield variable data, in the event that this data
becomes available in the future.
3.2.4 MODEL DEFINITI014 BLOCK
At this time, no model definition block for India exists; no CCFA-type model






4.1 DATA BASE INITIALIZATION AND DEFINITION
Data base initialisation and definition were accomplished using the supporting
programs documented in "As-Build Design Specif ication".(JSC-12537 /LEC-10034).
4.2 DATA BASE LOADING
The data base was loaded using the updating program UPDDATA, documented in
t°As-Built Design Specification."
4.3 DATA BASE LIST114G
The control block and directories may be listed using YESLS02 and YE;SLSO4
respectively, from "As -Built Design Specification.	 To list data, LISTJOB
(also from "As-Built Design Specificationv) will have to be modified to




There is a naximm of 60 years following the data descriptor entry in a data
block for each Indian state and subdivision; each year entry is 100 bytes long.
DCL 1 INDIA,
2 YEAR	 FIXED BIN(15,0)1
2 UXTYRREC
	 FIXED BIN(15,0),
2 NXTYRDISP	 FIXED BIN(1590)•,
2 FILLER(13)
	 FIXED BIN(15,0),
2 MEAVMfP(12)	 FIXED BI:I(15,0),
2 PRECIP(12)	 }	 MED BIN(15,0),
2 IRRIGATED(2)
	 FIXED BIN(15,0),
2 HARVESTED(2)	 FIXED BYN(31,0)9

































LISTING OF COXTROL BLOCK,
DIRECTORIES AND DATA DESCRIPTORS
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